then they're going to see that this war is U.S. and Iraq. Brown feels that this war bring about great changes for both the conflict, no matter the result, is going to "lies and going in for oil," she added. They're going to hate us for this. They're going to think that we're just being bullied and going in for oil," she added.

Many students admit that the conflict, no matter the result, is going to bring about great changes for both the U.S. and Iraq. Brown feels that this war is going to compromise our whole way of life. "I think we're going to have suicide bombers here. When malls and things like that start blowing up, then we'll be scared. That's going to hit people and then they're going to see that this war is not just overseas," she said. "It's going to affect us. It's not just the troops that are being put in harm's way. It's the people here too. That's the scarcest part."

On the other hand, there are also those who are in support of the war and feel that military action was necessary. America has a role to play in the world to help create liberty and justice for all, according to junior Adam Yichye, who feels that the war will benefit both the U.S. and the Middle East. "The majority of the Iraqi people are unhappy and I agree that we should go in there and help them. The most powerful have an obligation to try and help the weakest," Yichye said. "Positive things will happen because we will get rid of the bad regime and the Iraqi people will have freedom to run their own country. Good will come out of it."

The majority of the Iraqi people are unhappy and I agree that we should go in there and help them. The most powerful have an obligation to try and help the weakest," Yichye said. "Positive things will happen because we will get rid of the bad regime and the Iraqi people will have freedom to run their own country. Good will come out of it."

Residents in Kroner Residence Hall decorate their doors with pro and anti-war signs to demonstrate their feelings on the current situation in Iraq. While many students feel that the war will bring about positive changes, others feel that it will give birth to an even bigger conflict.

For the Cherie L. Anderson, students are forming strong opinions on the war. The Rider community is no exception. All over campus, students are forming strong opinions on the matter.

"Of course we don't want Saddam Hussein to hurt us or anybody else, but now even people that he has exiled out of the country are coming back to fight for him. We're all missing something and we don't know how other countries are perceiving our actions. A lot of countries are going to hate us for this. They're going to think that we're just being bullies and going in for oil," she added.

"The campus is just being a little too quiet about the whole situation. I know that none of my professors have talked about it and it would just be nice to take a little break to discuss what's going on," said Sullivan. "Even though they have counselors in the counseling center saying 'oh come out and talk to us about it,' I don't think a lot of people respond to that. The school just needs to lend a bigger hand to the student body because I don't really think that there's a lot of support out there."

On many college campuses, protests have been held to demonstrate opposition against the war. Sullivan said that while she respects protesters for being able to get their message across and show everybody that they are against the war, she feels that in the end they are only wasting their time. "Protesting is not going to change anything that's going on. No matter how many people protest the war it's not going to change the fact that the war is happening and that's it going to keep happening," she said.

One thing most can agree on is the hope that America's troops will return home safely.

"If we want peace we have to make sacrifices for it," said Yichye. "I believe that America is a very strong and powerful nation that knows what they are getting themselves into."

---

**Students speak out about feelings on war**

By Lacey Korevec

**Features Editor**

As the war with Iraq presses onward, national disunity and differences in opinion have been widening. The Rider community is no exception. All over campus, students are forming strong opinions on the matter.

Reluctant to believe everything that she sees on the news, freshman Gabrielle Brown said she expects the media to report that things in Iraq are going well, while many students feel that the war will bring about positive changes, others feel that it will give birth to an even bigger conflict.

"I think more people are being killed because you can't believe what you hear. It's a very deceptive war," Brown said she expects the media to report that things in Iraq are going well, while many students feel that the war will bring about positive changes, others feel that it will give birth to an even bigger conflict.
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**All Are Welcome to Come to All Greek Week Events!**

**Come See the Greeks Compete**

**Donut Delivery**

Olympics 1/Care & Banner Greek 101

Monday, April 7, 2003

Campus Mall

9:00am to 10:00am

Campus Mall

4:30pm to 6:00pm

SGA Elections

Power Puff Pool Games

Tuesday, April 8, 2003

Bronc Diner

11:00am to 6:00pm

Athletic Field

11:30am to 1:00pm

Maurer Gym/Pool

8:30pm to 10:30pm

Wednesday, April 9, 2003

Campus Mall

4:30pm to 6:00pm

Campus Mall

9:30pm to 11:30pm

Olympics 2

Lip Sync/Greek God/Goddess

Dodge Ball

Lip Sync Winners Perform Basketball

Outdoor Movie “The Shining”

Thursday, April 10, 2003

UNIVERSITY DAY

Campus Mall

11:30am to 1:00pm

Goddess Room

5:30pm

Alumni Gym

8:00pm to 10:00pm

Campus Green

10:00pm

Friday, April 11, 2003

Closing Ceremony and BBQ

5C Upper Patio

12:30 noon

Greek God and Goddess going on all week, along with Money War

---

**Lifeguards/Area Supervisors/Seasonal Staffers - FT & PT**

Positions Available, Free Lifeguard Training, Great Pay & Bonus.

Call Rachel at 1-888-621-7665.

www.americanpool.com

---

**Child Care Needed**

usuually either Fri or Sat night from 5:30-10:30 at our 200 year old farmstead in Lawrencville. Excellent $$$

Must be reliable, have experience, references and love playing with children.

Must be able to baby-sit during summer.

Please call Lori @ 683-8625

---

**We’re looking for Dreammakers... become an egg donor**

With your help, someone could end up expecting their dream to finally come true. Right now, there are many couples who are anxiously dreaming of having a baby. For them, anonymous egg donation represents a real chance for successful conception—perhaps, their only chance.

Women between the ages of 21 and 32 and from all ethnic backgrounds may be eligible to participate in our anonymous egg donor program. We’re one of the leading centers for reproductive and infertility disorders in the nation. Our renowned team of specialists will match you carefully, thoughtfully and confidentially with a special couple.

At the completion of the cycle, you will be compensated $1,000.

For the convenience of our donors, RMA offers several locations throughout NJ and NY.

Manhattan – Bergen County –

Montclair/Ocean County –

Morristown County – Essex County –

Somerset County – Mercer County

Learn more by calling toll-free, 1-877-779-7731

or apply online at www.rmanj.com

---

**Reproductive Medicine Associates of New Jersey**

The choice for many infertile couples.